When D is reduced, the surface-to-volume ratio grows roughly as 1/D. Consequently, volume contributions to the free energy (e.g., intermolecular potential and entropy), which are the basis of the known phase diagram (26) (27) (28) , are progressively balanced by interfacial contributions (29) . Under confinement, cyclohexane is known to exhibit a depression of phase-transition temperatures (2, (30) (31) (32) and a reduction of normalized enthalpies (32) , as well as lower critical points (31, 33, 34) . Macroscopic thermodynamics are inadequate to describe the properties of small volumes, being defined for infinite ensembles of particles. In small volumes, however, thermal fluctuations become increasingly important, and a time-averaged definition of thermodynamic functions is more useful (35) .
To change the density of bulk cyclohexane from the solid state to the gas phase, an energy, W, of at least 36 kJ/mol (heat of melting plus heat of vaporization) is required. This energy is more than 10 times the kinetic energy, kT, available for thermal fluctuations. Homogeneous density fluctuations of the observed magnitude can only be thermal in nature if a reduction of W, by at least a factor of 10, is effective in this 2-nm-wide mica pore. This simple estimate is in excellent agreement with the sixfold reduction in transition enthalpies for cyclohexane in 4-nm porous silica, measured by means of DSC (32) .
Molecules within 2 to 3 nm of the surface are thought to form a layer of thermally fluctuating optical and mechanical properties, as a consequence of the surface-induced decoupling of energy and density changes. This may explain many observations in confined cyclohexane, such as the time-averaged density reduction (Fig. 2B ), density fluctuations ( Fig. 2B ), critical scattering (36) , high surface mobility (4, 37) , anomalously fast self diffusion (3, 33) , modified molecular dynamics (33, 34) and macroscopic mechanical properties, such as apparent solidification (17, 38) , and excluded-volume effects leading to quasi-periodic film-thickness transitions ( Fig. 2A) . Additional insights into the fascinating properties of confined fluids are expected from a planned laterally resolved real-time measurement of D and n in the eSFA.
Water at Hydrophobic Surfaces:
Weak Hydrogen Bonding and Strong Orientation Effects L. F. Scatena, M. G. Brown, G. L. Richmond* Vibrational studies that selectively probe molecular structure at CCl 4 /H 2 O and hydrocarbon/H 2 O interfaces show that the hydrogen bonding between adjacent water molecules at these interfaces is weak, in contrast to generally accepted models of water next to fluid hydrophobic surfaces that suggest strong hydrogen bonding. However, interactions between these water molecules and the organic phase result in substantial orientation of these weakly hydrogen-bonded water molecules in the interfacial region. The results have important implications for understanding water adjacent to hydrophobic surfaces and the penetration of water into hydrophobic phases.
Protein folding, membrane formation, micellar assembly, and wetting are a few of the many processes in which the interaction of water with hydrophobic fluid surfaces plays an important role. A driving force behind these processes is an uncommonly large entropy loss, which is usually explained as an enhanced structuring of water in the immediate vicinity of apolar molecules, biological macromolecules, and hydrophobic surfaces. Experimental measurements that provide a molecular-level view of interfacial water structure and hydrogen bonding at these interfaces have proven to be problematic because of the difficulty in selectively examining interfacial water molecules. Hence, most of our understanding of the molecular structure of water at hydrophobic surfaces comes from theory (1-7 by interaction with a hydrophobic liquid. These vibrational sum frequency studies show that a large portion of interfacial water molecules have remarkably weak or negligible hydrogen bonding interactions with other interfacial water molecules, in contrast to the enhanced water structure commonly invoked by the standard picture of hydrophobic hydration. These weakly interacting interfacial water molecules nevertheless are oriented by interactions with the organic phase, and some can change orientation with variation of the aqueous-phase pH. We used total internal reflection (TIR) vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) (8) (9) (10) in these studies as a molecular probe of the hydrogen bonding and orientation of interfacial water molecules at organic/ water interfaces and compared the results with similar measurements at the vapor/water interface. The SF vibrational spectrum results from a summation of the optical frequencies of two incident laser beams: a fixed visible beam and a tunable infrared (IR) beam that pass through the organic media and illuminate the interface. This second-order optical process is forbidden in the centrosymmetric bulk liquid phases but will occur at the interface of the two liquids where inversion symmetry is broken.
The anomolously high surface tension at a vapor/water interface is generally recognized to be the result of strong hydrogen bonding between surface water molecules (11) . At organic/water interfaces, the interfacial tension is known to decrease with the polarity of the organic phase until the phases are miscible. Figure 1 compares the vibrational spectrum of the OH stretching modes of water at these interfaces for the CCl 4 /H 2 O (Fig. 1A) , hexane/H 2 O (Fig. 1B) , and vapor/H 2 O (Fig.  1C) systems (12) . The frequencies of these modes are known to be highly sensitive to intermolecular hydrogen bonding between water molecules. As the hydrogen bonding interactions between water molecules decrease, a strengthening of the OH oscillator results in a blue shift in energy and a sharpening of spectral peaks (13) . The most obvious difference between the spectra of Fig. 1 is that the organic/water interfaces are dominated by spectral intensity at higher frequencies (weaker H 2 O-H 2 O interactions) relative to the vapor/water interface (Fig. 1C) . In the case of the vapor/water interface, the strong spectral intensity at lower energies (3100 to 3400 cm Ϫ1 ) is characteristic of tetrahedrally coordinated water molecules participating in strong hydrogen bonding interactions with adjacent surface water molecules. The majority of water molecules at this interface are involved in extensive hydrogen bonding (14) . In contrast, the CCl 4 /H 2 O (Fig. 1A ) and hexane/H 2 O (Fig. 1B) interfaces are dominated by intensity at higher energies (3400 to 3700 cm Ϫ1 ) characteristic of weakly and non-hydrogen-bonded water molecules (15) (16) (17) . The VSF spectrum of 1-hexene/water (not shown) is similar (18) .
The VSF spectra shown in Fig. 1 represent all water molecules in the interfacial region that are perturbed by asymmetric forces that occur between the two dissimilar phases. The spectra thus demonstrate that the hydrogen-bonding interactions between water molecules at the organic/water interface are greatly reduced relative to those at the vapor/water interface. This weakening of hydrogen bond interaction arises from a reduction in the coordination number of interfacial water molecules and/or a weakening in the strength of individual hydrogen bonds between interfacial water molecules as they interact with the organic phase.
Further experiments have allowed the identification and characterization of the different interfacial water species giving rise to the spectrum in Fig. 1A . All spectra display a sharp peak at higher energies, at ϳ3700 cm Ϫ1 and 3669 Ϯ 1 cm Ϫ1 for the vapor/water (9, 14) and CCl 4 /H 2 O interfaces, respectively, with a weaker but measurable peak at 3669 Ϯ 4 cm Ϫ1 for the hexane/water interface. This peak corresponds to the "dangling bond" or "free OH bond" of water molecules that straddle the interface, this bond being the one that protrudes into the organic or vapor phase. This OH stretch mode is energetically uncoupled from its adjoining OH bond that is directed into the aqueous phase where it hydrogen bonds to other water molecules. The red shift of the free OH bond energy for all liquid/liquid interfaces studied here relative to the free OH bond of the vapor/water interface ( Fig. 1C) indicates an attractive interaction between this free OH bond and the interfacial organic molecules. (19) To confirm this, IR absorption measurements of HOD in CCl 4 were conducted ( Fig. 2A) (20) . Isotope experiments such as these are important because the vibrational spectrum of HOD is much simpler than that of H 2 O because of a reduction in intra-and intermolecular coupling, which broadens the spectral features in the case of H 2 O (21-25). Under the conditions employed, where only monomeric HOD and D 2 O are present in CCl 4 , the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum of HOD in CCl 4 displays a single peak at 3663 cm Ϫ1 ( Fig. 2A) . This peak corresponds to the uncoupled OH stretch mode of HOD and is similar in energy to the uncoupled free OH bond mode of Fig. 1A .
To obtain the OH spectrum of the adjoining OH bond of the molecules that straddle the interface (the bond that is directed into the aqueous phase), VSF measurements of HOD at the CCl 4 /H 2 O interface were made (Fig. 2B) .
The VSF spectrum of HOD shows the free OH mode peak at 3667 cm Ϫ1 (Fig. 2B ) and a broader peak at 3450 cm
Ϫ1
, which we attribute to the uncoupled OH stretch mode of interfacial HOD molecules that have an OH bond protruding into the aqueous phase. The energy and breadth of this peak relative to the free OH bond mode confirm that it is hydrogen bonding with other water molecules. Hence, the spectrum in Fig. 2B represents the effective VSF spectrum of the portion of interfacial H 2 O molecules in Fig. 1A composed of a free and Fig. 1 . VSF spectra of the CCl 4 /water (A), hexane/ water (B), and vapor/water interfaces (C), indicating the differences in hydrogen bonding at the various interfaces. Intensity variations in the 2800 to 3000 cm Ϫ1 region for hexane/ water are due to absorption of the incident IR beam by CH stretching modes in the bulk hexane phase, making quantitative comparison in this region with the other two spectra not appropriate.
bonded OH bond, because these H 2 O molecules (molecules that straddle the interface) have similar vibrational decoupling to that of HOD. This leads us to conclude that a substantial portion of the intensity in the 3450 cm Ϫ1 region of the spectrum in Fig. 1A is due to the bonded OH mode of these water molecules that straddle the interface. Polarization experiments confirm that both of these adjoining OH bonds have a perpendicular component and do not lie exactly parallel to the interfacial plane.
The remaining portion of the H 2 O spectrum of Fig. 1A that has not yet been explained is in the 3600 cm Ϫ1 region at slightly lower energy than the free OH bond mode. Because the weakest interacting water molecules that could be present at the interface would be water monomers surrounded by CCl 4 , we measured the IR spectrum of a solution of water monomers in CCl 4 (Fig.  3A) . The OH stretch of these monomers shows two characteristic peaks: the symmetric OH stretch (SS, or 1 4 ; that is, monomeric interfacial water molecules whose sole interaction is with CCl 4 (monomers) and hydrogen bond acceptor interfacial water molecules that hydrogen bond to other water molecules through the lone electron pairs on the oxygen atom (HB acceptor).
Because VSFS is a coherent process, neighboring resonant vibrational modes can interfere in a constructive or destructive manner, depending on the inherent phase (26) and orientation of the molecular vibration. (27) (28) (29) The intensity in the 3600 cm Ϫ1 region of CCl 4 /H 2 O is consistent with constructive interference between the free OH bond mode and the SS mode of interfacial H 2 O monomers/HB acceptors. Given that the free OH bond mode has a substantial perpendicular component relative to the interface, constructive interference between this mode and the SS of the monomer/HB acceptor molecules can only occur if their dipole is in the same orientation; that is, oriented with their hydrogen atoms pointed into the CCl 4 phase (27) . Because under I SSP polarization, the SS and AS of monomeric/HB acceptor are 180°out of phase (27) , the SF response from the AS mode of such oriented water monomers/HB acceptors results in destructive interference near 3700 cm Ϫ1 with the free OH bond mode. This would be manifested by a relatively sharp drop in intensity on the high-energy side of the free OH bond mode, as is observed in Fig. 1A .
Further evidence confirming the orientation and presence of these oriented monomer/ HB acceptor water molecules at the interface comes from experiments in which the aqueous-phase pH varied. As the pH is altered (Fig. 3, C and D) , distinct changes are observed in the monomeric AS and SS regions. At low pH and up until neutral pH, very little change is observed in these regions (compare Fig. 3, B and D) . At higher pH (Fig. 3C) , a distinct decrease in intensity in the SS region and an increase in the AS region is observed, indicating a change in the average orientation of these monomeric/HB acceptor molecules of ϳ180°. This flip in orientation of the molecular dipole and the corresponding ϳ180°phase change result in the SS intensity becoming out of phase and the AS becoming in phase with the free OH bond as observed. No change was observed in ionic strength studies using NaCl as a solute. We attribute the flip in orientation observed for these interfacial water molecules to a change in interfacial potential caused by the change in interfacial OH -concentration. A best fit to the data based on spectral peak positions and widths of the contributing OH stretching modes of water derived from the isotope and IR spectroscopic measure- ments described above results in an excellent fit to the experimental data (Fig. 3B) . The contributing spectral peaks and their respective phases derived from the best fit are shown in Fig. 4B along with a corresponding picture of these different interfacial water species and their orientation derived from the phase (Fig. 4A) . The fit gives rise to SS and AS bands (no. 3 in Fig. 4 ) at 3618 Ϯ 2 cm Ϫ1 and 3708 Ϯ 2 cm Ϫ1 that coincide well with the SS and AS modes of water monomers in CCl 4 . The frequencies and the phase (amplitude sign) of the peaks provide convincing evidence that whereas these water molecules have weak or negligible interactions with other water molecules, their interaction with the polarizable interfacial organic phase causes a net orientation of these molecules with their hydrogens pointed into the CCl 4 , as depicted in Fig. 4B . The frequencies derived from the fit for the free OH and bonded OH modes (nos. 4 and 2) of water molecules that straddle the interface (Fig. 4B ) also show good agreement with the HOD studies. The broad peak near 3250 cm Ϫ1 (no. 1) is attributed to the assembly of more strongly hydrogenbonded interfacial water molecules that interact with interfacial and bulk-phase water molecules. Recent molecular dynamics simulations (30) of this interface are consistent with our observations. The combined areas under the peaks corresponding to these oriented and weakly bonded water molecules [that is, those that straddle the interface (nos. 4 and 2) and interfacial water monomers/HB acceptors (no.
3)] make the most substantial contribution to the VSF spectrum and consequently represent the majority of the water molecules in the interfacial region. Although quantitative comparison of peak areas is complicated by the fact that increased hydrogen bonding results in stronger OH stretch intensity (17) , such trends would support an even stronger dominance in the proportion of weakly interacting interfacial water molecules at these organic/water interfaces. The spectra do not provide support for commonly accepted models of an increase in the coordination number of water molecules at an organic/water interface and/or a strengthening of the hydrogenbonding network between water molecules, both which would appear as a growth in intensity at lower frequencies rather than as an observed reduction in intensity in this region.
These studies demonstrate that dipolar interactions between interfacial water molecules and the polarizable organic phase play an important role in the interfacial region, resulting in strong orientation effects. The orientation of these water molecules that interact with the organic phase can be altered by changes in the pH of the aqueous phase. Such results have important implications for developing a molecular-level picture of some of the most important technological and biological processes in our everyday lives, including the penetration of water into lipids and macromolecular assemblies, chemical separations, interfacial polymerization, molecular transport, and macromolecular folding and assembly. double-pass, optical parametric oscillator/amplifier was used to deliver 1 to 2 mJ of mid-IR and 4 mJ of 532-nm pulses to the interface for both the CCl 4 / H 2 O and the alkane/water systems. The air/water spectrum was taken with a 2-ps laser system overlapping 275 J of 800-nm and 3 to 13 J of mid-IR radiation on the interface in an external reflection geometry. As the tunable IR beam scans over the frequency of a vibrational mode of the interfacial molecule, the SF process is resonantly enhanced and a vibrational spectrum of interfacial molecules results.
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(Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 1997). 12. VSF spectra of the CCl 4 /water interface [CCl 4 : Aldrich, 99.9% high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade, doubly distilled; H 2 O: Mallinckrodt ChromAR HPLC Grade H 2 O] were collected so that both IR and visible beams passed through an IR-grade quartz prism and a ϳ2-mm path length of CCl 4 , where they were totally internally reflected off of the CCl 4 /H 2 O interface. This experimental design permits the use of small solvent volumes, which combined with extensive solvent purification procedures eliminates trace impurities that naturally concentrate at this interface. VSF spectra of the hexane/water (hexane: Aldrich, 99ϩ%, doubly distilled) interface were collected using a ϳ1-mm layer of hexane placed between water and an IR-grade quartz prism, allowing examination of the hexane/water interface under a total internal reflection geometry. VSF experiments at the air/water (Mallinckrodt ChromAR HPLC Grade H 2 O) interface were performed in a N 2 purged closed cell so that contamination of the interface was eliminated (beyond detectable levels). We demonstrate controlled rotation of optically trapped objects in a spiral interference pattern. This pattern is generated by interfering an annular shaped laser beam with a reference beam. Objects are trapped in the spiral arms of the pattern. Changing the optical path length causes this pattern, and thus the trapped objects, to rotate. Structures of silica microspheres, microscopic glass rods, and chromosomes are set into rotation at rates in excess of 5 hertz. This technique does not depend on intrinsic properties of the trapped particle and thus offers important applications in optical and biological micromachines.
Optical forces have been used to trap and manipulate micrometer-sized particles for more than a decade (1). Since it was shown that a single tightly focused laser beam could be used to hold, in three dimensions, a microscopic particle near the focus of the beam, this optical tweezers technique has now become an established tool in biology, enabling a whole host of studies. They can be used to manipulate and study whole cells such as bacterial, fungal, plant, and animal cells (2) or intracellular structures such as chromosomes (3). Optical tweezers make use of the optical gradient force. For particles of higher refractive index than their surrounding medium, the laser beam induces a force attracting the trapped particle into the region of highest light intensity. The ability to rotate objects offers a new degree of control for microobjects and has important applications in optical micromachines and biotechnology. Various schemes have, therefore, been investigated recently to induce rotation of trapped particles within optical tweezers. This could be used to realize biological machines that could function within living cells or optically driven cogs to drive micromachines.
Besides the use of specially fabricated microobjects (4), two major schemes have successfully enabled trapped microobjects to be set into rotation. The first scheme uses Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) light beams (5-7). These beams have an on-axis phase singularity and are characterized by helical phase fronts (Fig. 1A) . The Poynting vector in such beams follows a corkscrewlike path as the beam propagates, and this gives rise to an orbital angular momentum component in the light beam (8) . This angular momentum is distinct from any angular momentum due to the polarization state of the light and has a magnitude of lប per photon. Specifically, l refers to the number of complete cycles of phase (2l ) upon going around the beam circumference. However, to transfer orbital angular momentum to a trapped particle with such a beam, the particle must typically absorb some of the laser light yet still be transparent enough to enable tweezing to occur. This in turn restricts the range of particles to which this method can be applied, and it also further limits this technique because any heating that arises from this absorption could damage the rotating particle. Furthermore, as the particle absorption can be difficult to quantify, controlled rotation of trapped objects in such a beam is very difficult to realize.
The other technique for rotation makes use of the change in polarization state of light upon passage through a birefringent particle (9, 10) . For example, circularly polarized light has spin angular momentum that can be exchanged with a birefringent medium (e.g., calcite) upon propagation of the beam through the medium. This is analogous to Beth's famous experiment-where he measured the torque on a suspended halfwave plate as circularly polarized light passed through it (11)-but here we are working on a microscopic scale. This method has shown rotation rates of a few hundred hertz for irregular samples of crushed calcite, but it is difficult to control and is limited solely to birefringent media so it is not widely applicable. Although both of these methods have proven useful in specific applications, they do have serious shortcomings for general applications in rotating optical microcomponents and realizing optical micromachines.
We introduce a general scheme for rotating trapped microobjects. Specifically, we trap objects within the interference pattern of an LG beam and a plane wave (Fig. 1B) (12) . By changing the path length of the interferometer, we are able to cause the spiral *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: kd1@st-and.ac.uk Fig. 1. (A) The phase fronts of an LG beam of azimuthal index l ϭ 3 (helical structure) and intensity pattern when interfered with a plane wave. The phase fronts describe a triple start intertwined helix that repeats its shape every but only rotates fully after l. In (B), we can see the experimental forms of the interference patterns of LG beams of index l ϭ 2 and l ϭ 3 with plane waves used in our experiments.
